Abstract

Objective: Innovative approaches can strengthen patient-caregiver-clinician information exchange and more effectively address the physical and psychosocial challenges of advanced disease. This study reports initial findings from implementation of the Clinician Report (CR)—a patient and caregiver status report tool accessible by the oncology clinic team.

Design: The CR tracks and communicates essential information from cancer patients and caregivers to the oncology team. The CR conveys patient symptoms, emotional strain, and key concerns.

Measurements: Authors used a model developed to explain acceptance, implementation, and sustainability of Interactive Health Communication Systems (IHCS) to evaluate implementation of the new CR system. The study carried out qualitative analyses of interviews with clinicians regarding their experience utilizing the Clinician Report.

Results: Primary CR benefits included enhancement of patients’ clinic visit experiences, greater caregiver involvement, and facilitation of earlier interventions. Challenges included CR functional issues, users’ desire for greater depth of information, user privacy concerns, and limited patient use. These findings are discussed using parameters of the implementation model. Limitations of this study include its small clinician sample size, which represented only a portion of existing organizational settings in which CR systems might be implemented.

Conclusion: Though in its early implementation stages, the CR demonstrates the potential to positively impact care delivery in the cancer clinic setting, particularly by facilitating earlier interventions and improving patient-caregiver-clinician communication both during and between clinic visits.

Introduction

As part of a larger study evaluating a web-based interactive health communication system (IHCS), this study reports initial findings regarding the implementation of the Clinician Report (CR)—a patient status reporting tool used by the patient and/or caregiver and accessible by the oncology clinic team. Authors present benefits and challenges of this reporting system through the parameters of the IHCS implementation model.

Background

The diagnosis of advanced cancer often invokes fear, despair and hopelessness in patients and their families. Coping well with advanced cancer requires effective and ongoing communication among patients, caregivers and clinicians. In order to intervene more appropriately, clinicians can benefit from timely updates on patients’ clinical and psychosocial statuses between scheduled clinical encounters. Conversely, patients and their caregivers need clinical information, advice, and emotional support to respond to the rapidly changing physical, spiritual, and emotional burdens of advanced cancer. Timely information and available support can enhance crucial end of life communication between patients, their families and the clinical team. Ineffectiveness in any of these lines of communication will compromise patient-caregiver-clinician information exchange, and will often result in less-than-ideal care.

Cancer Communication Barriers

Unfortunately, the information exchange among patients, caregivers and clinicians is frequently hindered by health care system-related factors and by the circumstances of the individuals in the patient-caregiver-clinician triad. Often, patients and caregivers do not share physical and emotional concerns with the clinical team, or when they do, they exclude psychosocial issues that are very important in cancer care. Many clinicians feel pressure to spend less...
time with their patients due to current productivity objectives; others may believe they do a good job of information sharing when they do not, and some clinicians believe it is not their job to talk to patients about emotional and spiritual aspects of cancer and dying.\textsuperscript{12–14}

**Benefits of Effective Communication**

By understanding changes in the patient’s clinical and psychosocial status, as well as monitoring the caregiver’s ability to support the patient as needed, clinicians could more efficiently and effectively improve patients’ and caregivers’ quality of life. Timely communication between clinicians and caregivers in late-stage cancer can accomplish the following: facilitate information exchange, leading to adjustments in symptom treatment; facilitate individuals’ participation in care and decision-making; and allow discussion about existential issues involved in death and dying.\textsuperscript{15–24} Conversely, breakdowns in information exchange increase health care costs\textsuperscript{20} and lead to unnecessary suffering.\textsuperscript{25–27} Substantial evidence indicates that damaging effects accrue to caregivers when needed information and support are lacking.\textsuperscript{28–30}

**Communication Innovations**

While new approaches could improve information sharing and support,\textsuperscript{31–33} past interventions have had mixed success. Some studies found that when patients or caregivers are assertive, physicians are more attentive.\textsuperscript{32–33} In contrast, the SUPPORT study,\textsuperscript{34} involving 4800 patients, found that physician behavior did not change despite an intensive intervention to improve patient-physician communication. Specially trained nurses repeatedly communicated patient or family preferences and concerns. The nurses encouraged physicians to address pain control, advance care planning and to communicate with the patient and family.\textsuperscript{34}

Newer, technology-based communication methods have the potential to bring patients, caregivers and clinicians together as a united team. Several studies have shown that electronic symptom monitoring is feasible and effective in chronic illness settings such as asthma and diabetes.\textsuperscript{35–39} While few studies have examined such applications in cancer populations, preliminary evidence suggests that patients and caregivers will complete computerized assessments and that those assessments can influence clinician behavior.\textsuperscript{40–43} For instance, interactive health computer systems have collected patient/caregiver information in a number of settings and shared it with clinicians.\textsuperscript{40,42} Armed with such additional knowledge prior to the clinic visit, clinicians can streamline their assessment accordingly. This provides more time to address deeper concerns (e.g., giving difficult news in a sensitive way), increased opportunities to listen to patients and to encourage their questions, and improved ability to sense when patients are ready to talk about death.\textsuperscript{17,19,44–45}

The CR comprises one of many possible approaches to administering key questions that patients (or caregivers) can answer in ‘real time.’ In addition, the CR provides a mechanism for clinicians to receive the most current information regarding a patient’s status. Nevertheless, with the promotion of new technologies to improve clinician-patient communication comes problems that pose challenges to implementing technological advances. These obstacles to interactive health communication systems involve the clinicians, patients and caregivers, along with information system staff and the targeted healthcare organization (in this case the cancer clinics).\textsuperscript{46} Successful technology implementation depends upon characteristics of the innovation itself, the organization, and the manner in which the implementation process unfolds.

**Formulation Process**

In an effort to facilitate patient-caregiver-clinician communication, the CR was conceived as a new feature to enhance the pre-existing CHESS (Comprehensive Health Enhancement Support System) website.\textsuperscript{47–49} Two ongoing clinical trials were in place, testing the effectiveness of the CHESS system for caregivers of advanced cancer patients (more details in Validation Through Example section). A multidisciplinary research team—including experts in clinical systems industrial engineering, oncology, clinical psychology, communications, graphic design and programming—designed the CR system to work within the CHESS website. The CR content and interactive features derived from initial testing with paper-based prototypes.\textsuperscript{50,51} This method optimized CR development by allowing project members to test specific features without delays imposed by programming time, and in turn facilitated rapid cycling of modifications for further prototyping and testing. Three oncologists representing different subspecialties (prostate cancer, breast cancer, and palliative care) provided primary feedback regarding numerous iterations of paper prototypes for the patient status report page. Their feedback covered CR content, functionality and design issues.

Based on literature review of current oncology practices, and clinician feedback, the project decided to measure patients’ symptom levels and functional status using familiar measures commonly used in clinical practice—the Edmonton Symptom Assessment Scale (ESAS)\textsuperscript{52} and Karnofsky Performance Scale.\textsuperscript{53} The project modified these measures somewhat to include additional symptoms that project clinicians had found useful in their practices (e.g., tracking diarrhea). The final list of CR symptoms included pain, fatigue, shortness of breath, diarrhea, constipation, poor appetite, sleep disturbance, depression, anxiety, and distress. Additional questions assessed caregiver burden and confidence. After determining the basic content and design elements through paper prototyping, the project team developed an online prototype for which the oncologists provided additional feedback through hands-on testing.

**Model Description**

The Clinician Report (CR) is one of many features available through CHESS (Comprehensive Health Enhancement Support System), a non-commercial interactive health communication system (IHCS) developed at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.\textsuperscript{47–49} In an easy-to-use, Internet-based
format, CHESS provides to users (patients and their caregivers) information, strategies that promote behavior change, tools for decision-making, and access to support services. A critically important aspect of CHESS is that it provides a closed, guided universe of tailored information and support options through an integrated package. Within CHESS, every item points efficiently to other salient materials; the system does not make users employ complicated search and discovery methods. Built upon a model of coping self-efficacy, CHESS helps users to appraise the controllability of cancer-related stressors and to improve their coping skills.47–48,54

The CHESS website is secure: users must have a codename and password to access CHESS. Information entered by CHESS users is encrypted before being sent to a secure server housed at the central research site. In implementing the Clinician Report, CHESS operated as an independent system. It was not integrated into the participating clinic’s existing computerized systems. The programming and web design were developed by staff at the CHESS research center. The CHESS is proprietary software and meets accessibility standards as set by the Federal Rehabilitation Act Section 508. The CHESS software is owned by the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation (WARF); the authors do not have any financial relationship with WARF.

Via the Check-In Service, CHESS tracked changes in key patient and caregiver status information. Each week, patients and/or caregivers completed a short Check-In questionnaire, which asked them to revise previous answers to questions about patient symptom status and, for caregivers, their caregiving-related burden. The Check-In process also asked users to list questions they had for the next scheduled clinic visit. After logging in with a codename and password, the clinical team could review a summary page that listed all their patients who used the CR. Clinicians could readily access the most recent check-in report for each individual. The CR provided a graphical summary of the patient’s symptom scores for each of the ten modified ESAS symptom items (Figure 1). One type of graphical display depicted the most recent score for each item, and another type of display allowed clinicians to examine scores for any one of the ten symptoms longitudinally over time for up to eight previous entries (Figure 2). An additional display category showed members of the clinical team a side-by-side comparison chart of patient and caregiver ratings of selected symptoms (Figure 3). The CR also summarized information needs conveyed by patients and their caregivers, providing clinical staff with an understanding of topics that were important concerns. Finally, the CR indicated to providers the questions and comments that patients and caregivers wanted to address at their next clinic visit. The CHESS system saved data as they were entered and could create and display the above-noted reports after each Check-In was completed.

The clinical team received CR reports about patients and their caregivers in three ways. First, a clinician could log onto CHESS with an approved name and password, and then access a summary report of their patients. Second, for qualifying patients, the CHESS system generated an e-mail message that was immediately sent to clinician-designated staff whenever the patient’s CR exceeded a threshold score (at least 7 on a 0–10 scale) for at least one ESAS symptom item. Finally, clinicians also received a CR email two days before a scheduled clinic visit.

The CR was designed to accommodate a variety of organizational structures. Clinicians could select which members of their clinical teams were to receive email alerts. Furthermore, while the CR design easily provided detailed information through interactive web links, clinicians could alternatively print out reports—e.g., for personal quick reference or for inclusion in patients’ charts.

Validation through Example

Study Context

Providing a detailed description of the larger longitudinal CHESS study falls beyond the scope of the current article. Nevertheless, a brief summary of this study follows to clarify the context in which authors implemented the Clinician Report (CR). The larger study participants included advanced-stage breast cancer, prostate cancer, and lung cancer patients and their identified community-based caregivers. The study recruited subjects from five major cancer centers in the Northeastern, Midwestern and Southwestern United States. Eligibility criteria varied by patients’ types of cancer. Eligible prostate cancer patients included men with hormone refractory or metastatic disease. For a woman with breast cancer to be eligible for the study, she had to have one of the following: 1) a diagnosis of metastatic breast cancer, 2) recurrent or metastatic inflammatory breast cancer, or 3) a chest wall recurrence following mastectomy. Eligible lung
cancer patients included those with non-small cell lung cancer at stage IIIA, IIIB, or IV. Participating caregivers completed pretests and bi-monthly follow-up surveys for either one year (breast and prostate cancer) or two years (lung cancer). The longitudinal surveys examined the impact of CHESS on patients and caregivers.

The above-described study enrolling patients with breast cancer or prostate cancer had two arms. Both arms gave participants a computer, Internet access, and access to the CHESS website. In addition, only one research arm provided the CR feature via CHESS. The lung cancer study had two arms, with the “usual care” control group receiving only a computer and Internet access, and the intervention group added access to the CHESS website including the CR. In both studies, after completion of the pretest survey, patient-caregiver dyads were randomized within respective study treatment arms and provided with computers, Internet, and CHESS access as appropriate. The study provided training on how to use the computer and Internet (and CHESS website) to those who wanted such instruction. Participants completed follow-up surveys every two months for the duration of the study. The University of Wisconsin Health Sciences Institutional Review Board approved both studies.

The study also obtained consent from clinicians to participate in each study, because they had to be willing to accept and potentially utilize the Clinician Report email alerts as part of their clinic practice for patients who were randomized to that condition. The study did not prescribe how clinicians were to use the Clinician Report or how they should respond to the information reported, as the objective was to learn how clinicians would naturally adapt this information into their individual clinic flow. Furthermore, the project team was concerned that prescribing specific changes in clinician behavior might cause clinicians to perceive the study as burdensome, which would deter their interest in participating due to high baseline workloads. The study trained participating clinicians on how to use the Clinician Report.

Clinician Report Evaluation

All clinicians in the current study were involved in the larger clinical trials being conducted with advanced stage cancer patients and their caregivers. The three study interviewers were researchers who had developed the CR system. At least two interviewers were present at each interview, and took notes. All participating interviewers present at each session generated summaries of key points for the session, and reviewed the summaries to assure an accurate record of the interview. The interviewers met with participating clinic staff to understand: (a) how the staff used the CR in the clinic setting; (b) perceived overall CR functionality; and, (c) user-suggested ways to improve the CR. At the time of the interviews, a total of 107 patients (46 breast, 34 prostate, and 27 lung) had access to the CR system. The subset of study clinicians who were interviewed had between 6 and 33 patients within their caseloads who were in the CR study arm. Some clinicians were not interviewed as they had fewer than two patients in the CR study arm, and therefore not enough exposure to the CR system to provide feedback. Clinicians who could not successfully schedule even telephone interviews were excluded from the study. The project team interviewed seven clinicians (three doctors specializing in lung, prostate, or breast cancer, and four cancer center nurses) individually or in small groups over a two-month period approximately 18 months after the first patient-provider pair was randomized to the CR arm. The study interviewed clinic nurses six months later (at approximately 24 months into the CR study) to obtain feedback on the effectiveness of changes made to the CR based on initial interview feedback.

A project graduate research assistant used content analysis to independently organize the interviewees’ comments regarding the CR into the overarching categories of: Utilization, Benefits, and Challenges. Benefits were further divided into four categories: Enhanced Clinic Visit Experience, Enhanced Caregiver Involvement, Enabled Earlier Intervention, and Appropriate Measures. Challenges were divided into five categories: Functionality, Limited Use, User Privacy, Measurement Design, and Limits of Technology. Two project researchers who had conducted the interviews reviewed the graduate research assistant’s categorizations independently. Disagreements were resolved through discussion.

**Utilization of the Clinician Report**

The adaptive design of the CR to work within disparate clinic organizational structures led to a variety of methods of its use. Three clinics that relied on paper charting reported using a key staff member to receive CR email alerts and print copies of CR reports for placement in patients’ charts. One exception was an individual physician comfortable with using e-mail and other electronic tools. In contrast, two clinics using electronic medical record (EMR) systems ac-
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cessed CR information directly online. Given that there was no direct interface within the EMR to CR, clinicians reported that CR utilization would be more efficient if CR was incorporated into the EMR they were already using. Nevertheless, clinicians used the CR information in a variety of contexts: to provide references at the clinic visit, to alert nursing staff to issues arising between visits (at times precipitating a telephone follow-up, as appropriate), and to serve as references in discussions at regularly scheduled clinical case meetings.

**Benefits of the Clinician Report**
The current study identified four categories of positive CR attributes. Overall, the nursing staff rated the CR more helpful than did physicians.

1) **Enhanced Clinic Visit Experience.** The CR helped clinicians prepare for clinic visits and enhance communication and interactions among clinicians, patients and caregivers. One nurse stated the CR “gave them a heads up about a problem before the visit” so that they were better prepared to discuss patients’ and caregivers’ concerns.

2) **Enhanced Caregiver Involvement.** Clinicians recognized that the CR enhanced involvement of caregivers during the clinical encounter. That CR provided caregivers capabilities to directly describe the patient’s condition and to report their own concerns to the clinical staff helped caregivers to feel “a part of the team.” The CR also helped clinicians recognize areas where patients and caregivers rated the patient’s symptoms differently. This provided a basis for nurses to “spark communication between the patient and caregiver, as well as themselves.”

3) **Enabled Earlier Intervention.** The CR automatically generated alerts to clinical teams when a reported symptom exceeded a predefined threshold level. Clinicians appreciated that such potentially urgent issues might otherwise have gone unreported and unattended. As one nurse stated, “Threshold reports help us get earlier information. Earlier intervention was achieved.”

4) **Applied Appropriate Measures.** Clinicians generally agreed that the threshold level for reporting of “7” on the 0–10 scale was appropriate for filtering email alerts. While clinicians did not report receiving too many email alerts, they stated the numeric rating limited the usefulness of the information reported (see Challenges below). Generally, clinicians agreed that the variety of symptoms measured on the CR were appropriate for their practice needs and concerns.

**Challenges for the Clinician Report**
The study identified five areas for improvement in the CR system and implementation.

1) **Functionality.** Clinicians initially reported having difficulty in printing the CR from their computers. Clinician-users wanted all reported symptoms to appear on one page rather than printing one symptom per page. This issue was resolved by redesigning the presentation format of the CR. Clinicians also suggested that an enhanced version of CR might offer patients and caregivers feedback in response to their symptom ratings—for example, steering them to enter or view additional appropriate information (e.g., “You reported high pain. Check out the information related to pain management . . .”)—or providing them with instructions for taking appropriate actions (e.g., “Please call your clinician”).

2) **Limited Use.** Clinicians expressed concern that caregivers appeared to use the CR more often than the patients. Clinicians were uncertain how to handle information that was provided by the caregiver but not substantiated by the patient. Accordingly, they would like to receive more reports from patients “whose information was crucial to trigger the interventions.” A lung cancer clinic nurse hypothesized that their patients’ usage might be low because lung cancer patients are not as “information hungry” as other types of cancer patients, possibly due to the grim prognostic information available.

3) **User Privacy.** Clinicians raised two key concerns regarding user privacy. First, in the initial system, patients and caregivers entered their questions prior to a clinic visit into a shared text box. Both oncologists and nurses were concerned that sharing this space may “deter caregivers from asking questions, such as "what ifs" that they would not want the patient to see and vice versa. Furthermore, unsolicited comments from caregivers and patients revealed that this was an important issue for them as well. Sometimes either the patient or caregiver had a sensitive question to ask the doctor and preferred to keep it confidential. In response to this early feedback, the project staff altered the CR to contain private text boxes for patient and caregivers to separately list their questions and concerns. In addition, to address the concern that clinicians might mistakenly divulge such private questions, CR adds an alert to the clinicians warning them that such questions may need to be addressed privately. Clinicians raised a second, related issue: whether data provided by the caregiver alone should be included as part of the patient’s medical record.

4) **Measurement Design.** Currently, the CR uses 0–10 likert-type scales to quantitate patients’ symptoms. Clinicians requested additional descriptions that “contain more detailed, objective information of symptoms, such as sleeping more than 15 hrs or less than 4 hours.” Clinicians also indicated that some CR-documented symptoms were already frequently monitored at regularly scheduled clinic visits, so that CR did not provide additional useful information. In response, an interim change to the CR added a text box requesting greater detail when a symptom is reported at threshold level. Some clinicians reported that this additional feature has been beneficial. Clinicians also suggested adding a measure of dehydration, a critical issue that patients face during treatment. Furthermore, clinicians felt greater input from the patient could be solicited by altering the wording of the “questions for next visit” box by asking patients, “What do you feel needs to be addressed at your next visit?” However, future improvements must address additional concerns discussed below.

5) **Limits of Technology.** Clinicians also identified limitations due to the very nature of the CR’s technical properties. Symptoms rating scales, brief problem descriptions, and/or time-delayed written communication cannot convey many categories of critical patient data and needs. At that point, telephone conversations provide greater “bandwidth” and efficiency, and become necessary. As reflected by one nurse, “the information provided in the
CR may not be the most clear and phone conversation would be preferred.”

Discussion
The development and implementation of the Clinician Report service for patients with advanced cancer was a dynamic process that involved iterative clinician feedback and system redesign. The current pilot, informal evaluation study provides insight into beneficial features that such systems can provide, identifies desiderata that challenge current system capabilities, and indicates areas for future development and research.

Application of the Readiness for IHCS Implementation Model
The Readiness for IHCS Implementation Model identifies seven factors to address in the implementation of such systems: organizational environment; organizational motivation; technology usefulness; promotion; implementation process; department-technology fit; and key personnel awareness and support. The project team summarizes below the study findings regarding CR acceptability and utility in the context of these factors.

For the CR, the organizational environment included the nature of the clinics in which the system was implemented. The CR had to address security, privacy, and confidentiality issues. The CHESS system (including CR) collected and provided clinical data through a secure, password-protected website. To protect each individual’s confidentiality, the patient and caregiver logged in separately to the system to respond to the check-in questions. Nevertheless, clinicians who received both patient and caregiver comments saw merit in doing so, but they expressed concerns about how to address caregiver reports that were not substantiated by the patient. Some contentious issues remained, including whether the CR should become part of the patient record, and whether to initiate patient contact based on information provided by the caregiver.

Healthcare, and cancer care in particular, benefits from the ability to intervene early in patients’ problems, at a time when preventive actions might avert critical situations escalating into a crisis. As the CR enabled earlier interventions on key symptom-related problems, it fulfilled the organizational motivation to improve communication with patients and families to intervene in their problems earlier.

The CR demonstrated a degree of technological usefulness. The threshold levels for symptoms to generate alerts resulted in an appropriate volume of alerts, which the team believed was appropriate for notification about patient concerns. In contrast, clinicians raised concerns regarding the usefulness of numerically scaled symptom reports. The interim addition of a text box for describing symptoms in greater detail provided some benefit. Nevertheless, planned additional improvements must add more detailed operational assessment capabilities (e.g., “Have not had a bowel movement in the last three days despite taking medicine to help with bowel movements.”). Overall, the CR study provided the clinics an affordable and easy way to test a new communication tool with patients and caregivers. Challenges identified included a desire for greater depth of patients’ problem details, such as those that could only be obtained via interactive telephone conversations or direct person-to-person dialogues.

Despite staff, patient, and caregiver training regarding use of the CR, the ongoing promotion of the system presented many challenges. Clinicians perceived the system as primarily used by caregivers rather than patients, and thus less useful. Lack of direct use by patients with advanced stage cancers may occur because patients are physically less able to use information systems like CHESS (due to severe symptoms that inhibit sitting at the computer), or they may be less motivated because they are too sick or feel helpless in the face of a poor prognosis. Future innovative approaches may overcome such hurdles and enhance cancer care.

While the customizability of the CR system (i.e., clinicians choose who received reports, as well as online and/or print capabilities) facilitated the implementation process, challenges arose due to the inability of CR to adapt to existing practices in the clinic. For example, the CR required clinicians to log into a separate website rather than to link out to CR during review of a patient’s information in the familiar EMR or paper chart. Thus, using CR required additional steps for the clinical team during an already busy day. Furthermore, due to eligibility criteria of the clinical trial, each clinician had only a small portion of their patient population utilizing the CR system. The clinicians might have adapted to CR more easily if it had been implemented uniformly across their practice.

The CR demonstrated good department-technology fit by positively impacting care providers’ activities. Consistent with previous IHCS research clinicians found that the Clinician Report better prepared them to address patient concerns during clinic visits. The CR also enhanced communication among clinicians, patients and caregivers. Although the CR could not provide real-time patient-clinician dialog regarding patients’ symptoms, it at least alerted the clinical team earlier to issues that might require further attention. While such alerts might cause clinical staff to initiate telephone contacts with patients, inconsequential alerts could inflate clinicians’ workloads in an already busy clinical setting.

The successful implementation of IHCS like the CR requires the awareness and support of key personnel. The CR implementation required clinician, patient and caregiver involvement. Within the clinic, nursing staff were primary users of the CR, but physician support for the CHESS research study and use of the CR was a critical factor for the CR implementation.

Limitations and Future Directions
The current study provides initial impressions from early implementation of a clinician reporting system for patients with advanced cancer. It occurred in the context of a large scale clinical trial examining the impact of an internet-based information and support system for cancer patients and their informal caregivers. Because the current study design was not a formal implementation evaluation, limitations occurred in the analysis of the CR. The small number of clinicians, representing a small sample of organizational roles, who provided feedback decreased study generalizability. Each organization has its own unique environment, motivation, and other factors that will affect implementation of a system like a CR. Despite these limitations, the current
study attempted to identify essential factors to consider when implementing CR-like systems in other healthcare organizations.

Future CR-like system implementations should consider the clinician feedback reported here as potentially relevant. One such finding was that CR systems should be integrated within existing medical record system frameworks in an organization, not as a standalone system—clinicians should be able to access the CR seamlessly from the EMR. In addition, presentation design, such as graphics, should be consistent with existing frameworks with which clinicians are familiar. Additional desiderata include the ability to tailor how patients' symptoms are measured and reported, based on the needs of an individual clinic or patient population. Accordingly, criteria for when clinicians receive reports or alerts should follow from the symptoms they indicate are useful in their specific practices. Future CR systems should provide more specific, objective threshold criteria that allow clinicians to customize cutoffs for each patient. The ongoing CHESS clinical trials are collecting patient, caregiver and clinician login data that will better characterize the exact nature of CR system use (i.e., who used it, how often, and in correlation with what specific events) to further inform CR system development.

**Conclusion**

While still early in its implementation, the CHESS Clinician Report system has demonstrated the potential to make a positive impact in the cancer clinic setting through facilitating patient-caregiver-physician information exchange. In promoting earlier interventions, prior to symptom-related crises. However, limitations remain that should be addressed through future design elements, and by better integrating CR within existing organizational processes and systems. Future successful implementations of the CR may depend on a good fit between the needs of particular clinicians (i.e., nursing staff vs. oncologists), and larger organizational structure. The unique culture of various cancer clinics will be a key factor in insuring future CR implementation success.46
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